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Abstract

Temporal programming languages provide a powerful means for the description and implementation of dynamic systems. However, most temporal languages are based on linear
time, a fact that renders them unsuitable for certain types of applications (such as expressing
properties of nondeterministic programs). In this paper we introduce the new temporal logic
programming language Cactus, which is based on a branching notion of time. In Cactus, the
truth value of a predicate depends on a hidden time parameter which varies over a tree-like
structure. As a result, Cactus can be used to express in a natural way non-deterministic
computations or generally algorithms that involve the manipulation of tree data structures.
Moreover, Cactus appears to be appropriate as the target language for compilers or program
transformers. Cactus programs can be executed using BSLD-resolution, a proof procedure
based on the notion of canonical temporal atoms/clauses.
Keywords: Logic Programming, Temporal Logic Programming, Branching Time.

1 Introduction
Temporal programming languages 1, 2, 3] provide a powerful means for the description and
implementation of dynamic systems. For example, consider the following Chronolog 4] program
simulating the operation of the trac lights:

:

first light(green)
next light(amber)
next light(red)
next light(green)

:

light(green)
light(amber)
light(red)

:
:

However, Chronolog as well as most temporal languages 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] are based on linear
ow of time, a fact that makes them unsuitable for certain types of applications. For example, as
M. Ben-Ari, A. Pnueli and Z. Manna indicate 11], branching time logics are necessary in order
to express certain properties of non-deterministic programs. Moreover, as it is argued by M.
Wooldridge and M. Fisher 12], branching-time logics are suitable for describing and reasoning
about multi-agent systems.
In this paper we present the new temporal logic programming language Cactus which is
based on a tree-like notion of time that is, every moment in time may have more than one
immediate next moments. The new formalism is appropriate for describing non-deterministic
computations or more generally computations that involve the manipulation of trees. The basic
ideas underlying Cactus were initially introduced by the authors in 13].
Cactus supports two main operators: the temporal operator first refers to the beginning
of time (or alternatively to the root of the tree). The temporal operator nexti refers to the i-th
child of the current moment (or alternatively, the i-th branch of the current node in the tree).
Notice that we actually have a family fnexti j i 2 Ng of next operators, each one of them
representing the dierent next moments that immediately follow the present one.
The tree in gure 1 represents the ow of time in the case where each moment has two
immediate next moments. Formally, each moment in the time-tree can be represented by a list
of natural numbers.
As an example, consider the following program:

:

first nat(0)
next0 nat(Y)
next1 nat(Y)

nat(X),Y is 2*X+1.
nat(X),Y is 2*X+2.
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Figure 1: The tree representing the ow of branching time
The idea behind the above program is that the set of natural numbers can be mapped on a binary
tree of the form shown in gure 2. More specically, one can think of nat as a time-varying
predicate. At the beginning of time (at the root of the tree) nat is true of the natural number
0. At the left child of the root of the tree, nat is true of the value 1, while at the right child it
is true of the value 2. In general, if nat is true of the value X at some node in the tree, then at
the left child of that node nat will be true of 2*X+1 while at the right child of the node it will
be true of 2*X+2. One can easily verify that the tree created contains all the natural numbers.
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Figure 2: A mapping of the natural numbers on a binary tree
One could claim that branching time logic programming (or temporal logic programming
in general) does not add much to logic programming, because time can always be added as an
extra parameter to predicates. However, from a theoretical viewpoint this does not appear to be
straightforward (see for example 14, 15] for a good discussion on this subject). Moreover, from
a practical perspective, temporal languages are very expressive for many problem domains. As
it will become apparent in the next sections, one can use the branching time concept in order
to represent in a natural way time-dependent data as well as to reason in a lucid manner about
these data.
It should be noted that the purpose of the present paper is to introduce the language Cactus,
its underlying theory, and its practical applications. In this presentation we do not consider
extensions of the language (such as meta or extra logical built-in predicates) that would be
necessary when writing large-scale applications.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we formally introduce the syntax of
the language. In section 3, we present various Cactus programs which demonstrate its potential
in expressing tree computations. Section 4 presents the underlying branching time logic BTL
of Cactus. In section 5 we present a sound and complete proof procedure for Cactus programs.
Section 6 discusses possible extensions of the language and section 7 gives the concluding remarks.
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2 The syntax of Cactus programs
The syntax of Cactus programs is an extension of the syntax of Prolog programs. In the following
we assume familiarity with the basic notions of logic programming 16].
The temporal operators of Cactus are first and a family of next operators, namely fnexti j
i 2 Ng. A temporal atom is an atomic formula preceded by a number (possibly 0) of temporal
operators. The atomic formula of a temporal atom is also called classical atom. The sequence of
temporal operators applied to an atom is called the temporal reference of that atom. A temporal
clause is a formula of the form:

H

B1  : : : Bm
where H B1 : : : Bm are temporal atoms, m  0. If m = 0 then the clause is said to be a unit

temporal clause. A Cactus program is a nite set of temporal clauses.
A temporal goal clause in Cactus is a formula of the form A1  : : : An , with n  0, where
Ai, i = 1 : : : n are temporal atoms.
Notice that the syntax of Cactus allows temporal operators to be applied on body atoms as
well. For example the program dening the predicate nat in the introduction can be redened
as follows:
first nat(0):
next0 nat(Y)
next1 nat(Y)

nat(X), Y is 2*X+1.
next0 nat(X), Y is X+1.

The meaning of the last clause is that the value assigned to the right child of a node is the
value of its left sibling plus 1.
Moreover, notice that it is not necessary for all predicates in a program to have clauses for
the same number of nexti operators.

3 Cactus Applications
In this section we present various applications showing the expressive power of branching time
logic programming.

3.1 Expressing non-deterministic behaviour

Consider the non-deterministic nite automaton shown in gure 3 (similar to the one in 17],
page 55) which accepts the regular language L = (01  010) . We can describe the behaviour of
this automaton in Cactus with the following program:
first state(q0)
next0 state(q1)
next1 state(q0)
next1 state(q2)
next0 state(q0)

:

:
:
:
:

state(q0)
state(q1)
state(q1)
state(q2)

Notice that in this automaton q0 is both the initial and the nal state. Posing the goal clause:

:

first next0 next1 next0 state(q0)

will return the answer yes which indicates that the string 010 belongs to the language L.
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Figure 3: A non-deterministic nite automaton
The proof procedure of Cactus will be formally described in section 5. Intuitively, by using
the last program clause, the above query will be transformed to the query:

:

first next0 next1 state(q2)

Then, by using the fourth clause we get:
first next0 state(q1)

:

which using the second program clause results in:
first state(q0)

:

Finally, by resolving this with the rst program clause we get an empty goal clause. Thus
the query is a logical consequence of the program.

3.2 Generating sequences

One can write a simple Cactus program for producing the set of all binary sequences. The set of
such sequences may be thought of as a tree, which can be described by the following program1:
first binseq( ]):
next0 binseq(W)
binseq(X) append(X 0] W):
next1 binseq(W)
binseq(X) append(X 1] W):
The goal clause:
first next0 next1 next0 next1 binseq(S)

will produce the list

0,1,0,1]

:

as a result, while the goal clause
binseq(S)

:

will trigger an innite computation which will generate all possible sequences (such goal clauses
are called open-ended and are discussed in section 5.1).
1
The computationally expensive calls to the well known list concatenation predicate append in the de nition
of binseq, can be avoided by using di erence lists instead of classical ones. Notice that the de nition of append is
the classical one and is time independent.
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One can combine the program binseq with the program for the nondeterministic automaton
given in subsection 3.1. In this way we can produce the language recognized by the automaton.
More specically, the goal clause:



:

state(q0) binseq(S)

produces the innite set of all the binary sequences recognized by the automaton. The above goal
clause (assuming a left to right computation rule) is not the classical generate-and-test procedure
(not all binary sequences are generated but only those for which the automaton reaches the
nal state q0). Each successful evaluation of the goal state(q0) conducts the corresponding
evaluation of binseq.
It is worthwhile noting here that in order to generate another language (on the same alphabet), one only needs to change the denition of the automaton and not the denition of binseq.
This is due to the fact that the predicates state and binseq are completely independent (that
is, state does not use binseq in its denition and vice-versa).
In ordinary logic programming (e.g. in Prolog), one could write the following program to
solve the same problem:

:





first state(q0)
next state(q0 0 q1)
next state(q1 1 q2)
next state(q1 1 q0)
next state(q2 0 q0)
state(First ])
first state(First)
state(New Move Moves])
next state(New Move Old)
state(Old Moves)










:
:
:
:

:

j



:







The goal clause:

 :

state(q0 S)

corresponds to the goal clause



:

state(q0) binseq(S)

in the Cactus program.
Notice here that the predicate state in the Prolog program depends on the predicates
first state and next state which dene the automaton. Therefore in this program the generation of the sequences is not independent of the specic automaton as it is the case in the Cactus
program.
Another way of coding the same problem in Prolog, would be to add the notion of sequence as
an extra argument to the state predicate. The corresponding Prolog program is shown below:
state(q0 ]):
state(q1 W)
state(q0 X) append(X 0] W):
state(q2 W)
state(q1 X) append(X 1] W):
state(q0 W)
state(q1 X) append(X 1] W):
state(q0 W)
state(q2 X) append(X 0] W):
Given the goal clause:

 :

state(q0 S)

6

Prolog's underlying execution engine would generate the sequences recognized by the automaton.
Again, the Cactus version appears to be more concise because it separates the state transition
process from the language generation one, while in the Prolog version these two processes are
intermixed.

3.3 Representing trees

Branching time logic programming can be used as a tool for representing and manipulating trees.
A tree can be represented in Cactus as a set of temporal unit clauses. The structure of the tree
is expressed through the temporal references of the unit clauses. Moreover, the well known tree
manipulation algorithms are easily expressed through Cactus programs. For example, consider
the binary tree of gure 4.
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Figure 4: An (ordered) binary tree containing numeric data
A possible representation of the information included in this tree is given by the following
set of Cactus unit clauses:
first node(8):
first next0 node(5):
first next1 node(12):
first next0 next0 leaf(2):
first next0 next1 leaf(7):
first next1 next0 leaf(9):
first next1 next1 leaf(15):
The above representation distinguishes between the inner nodes and the leafs of the tree by
using two dierent predicate names, that is node and leaf.

3.4 Flattening trees

Using the representation of the last section, we can dene a predicate preorder which collects
the values of the tree nodes into a list. This denition corresponds to the left-to-right preorder
traversal of the tree.
preorder( X])
leaf(X):
preorder( XjL])
node(X)
next0 preorder(L1)
next1 preorder(L2)
append(L1 L2 L):
By posing the goal clause
7

:

first preorder(L)

we will obtain the list 8,5,2,7,12,9,15] which corresponds to the preorder traversal of the
tree shown in gure 4.
Notice that by posing the goal clause

:

first next0 preorder(L)

we will obtain the list 5,2,7] which corresponds to the preorder traversal of the left subtree of
the tree under consideration.
Generalizing the discussion above, we can say that the temporal reference appearing in goal
clauses in Cactus programs, species a substructure of the data on which a particular computation
is to be performed. Alternatively, one can access results produced by subcomputations using the
temporal references.
It is worth comparing the above program with the usual way of attening binary trees in
Prolog 18]. In general a binary tree is represented in Prolog using a compound term of the form
tree(Element,Left,Right). In particular, the tree of gure 4 is represented by the following
term:
tree(8, tree(5, tree(2, void,void),
tree(7, void,void)),
tree(12, tree(9, void,void),
tree(15, void,void)))

The corresponding Prolog procedure for the predicate preorder is the following:
preorder(void ]):
preorder(tree(X Left Right) XjL])
preorder(Left L1)
preorder(Right L2)
append(L1 L2 L):
In the Prolog program the whole tree structure has to be passed around during execution.
This is not the case in the corresponding Cactus procedure, in which the tree is represented
using unit temporal clauses. The temporal operators of these clauses reect in a natural way the
structure of the tree.

3.5 Searching trees

One can easily dene in Cactus a procedure for searching a binary tree. As a rst step we can
dene a predicate descendant(X), which is true in a node t of the time tree if X is a value which
exists in the subtree rooted by t:
descendant(X)
leaf(X):
descendant(X)
node(X):
descendant(X)
node(Y) next0 descendant(X):
descendant(X)
node(Y) next1 descendant(X):
Note that the role of the body atom node(Y) is just to ensure termination of the program
since otherwise the last two clauses of the program would produce innite search branches. A
8

more ecient denition of the predicate descendant in the case where the binary tree is ordered
(binary search) is shown in the following program.
descendant(X)
leaf(X):
descendant(X)
node(X):
descendant(X)
node(Y) X < Y next0 descendant(X):
descendant(X)
node(Y) X > Y next1 descendant(X):
Consider the tree of section 3.3. By posing the goal clause:
first next0 descendant(7):
we will get the answer yes, because the value 7 is in a node which represents a moment in a
future time of the time point corresponding to first next0.
Using the denition of the predicate descendant we can dene the predicate search which
tests if a specic numeric value is in a node of the data tree. The clause:
search(X)
first descendant(X):
denes the predicate search.

3.6 Multiple trees

The representation proposed in section 3.3 can be easily extended to cover the case of multiple
trees. Using the predicates node and leaf one can represent and use more than one tree in the
same program by adding an extra argument which corresponds to the tree identity. For example,
the facts for the tree of section 3.3 become:
first node(tree1 8):
first next0 node(tree1 5):
first next1 node(tree1 12):
first next0 next0 leaf(tree1 2):
first next0 next1 leaf(tree1 7):
first next1 next0 leaf(tree1 9):
first next1 next1 leaf(tree1 15):
where by tree1 we denote the identity of the particular tree.
As a simple example that uses this extended notation, consider the following program which
denes the notion of \leftmost leaf" of a given tree:
leftmost(Id X)
leaf(Id X):
leftmost(Id X)
next0 leftmost(Id X):
Posing the goal clause:
first leftmost(tree1 X):
the variable X is assigned the value of the leftmost leaf of tree1.
Note that again the meaning of the predicate leftmost is more general than one would expect
at a rst glance. Consider for example the goal clause
first next1 leftmost(tree1 X):
In this case we get the leftmost leaf of the right subtree of tree1. In general, the temporal
reference of the goal clause species the subtree of tree1 whose leftmost leaf is returned.
Notice that the tree manipulation examples of the previous sections can be modied accordingly to work for the case of multiple trees.
9

3.7 Modeling recursion using branching time

As we have seen in the programs of the previous sections, it is often possible to write Cactus
procedures with fewer arguments than the corresponding Prolog ones. One interesting question
that results from this remark is whether there exists a mechanical way of transforming a Prolog
program into an equivalent Cactus program whose predicates have fewer arguments than the corresponding Prolog predicates. Taking into consideration the usual WAM-based implementation
of Prolog, we believe that reducing the number of arguments of the program predicates might
oer opportunities for more ecient implementations.
A similar idea 19, 20, 21, 22] has been successfully applied in the context of functional
programming and has oered a means for implementing functional languages on dataow architectures.
In the following, we consider the well-known Prolog program for computing Fibonacci numbers, and transform it into a Cactus program that performs the same task. The resulting Cactus
program is not an intuitive one and it certainly does not suggest a useful programming methodology in branching time logic programming. However, we believe that a generalization and
formalization of the particular transformation algorithm, may lead to a new implementation
technique for logic programming (in analogy to the corresponding transformation and implementation technique in functional programming).
Consider the well known (but highly inecient) way of computing the Fibonacci numbers in
Prolog:

 :
 :


fib(1 0)
fib(1 1)
fib(F N)



N1 is N-1 N2 is N-2
fib(F1 N1) fib(F2 N2)
F is F1+F2




:







Given the above program, a goal clause of the form:



:

fib(F 10)

will return the tenth Fibonacci number.
During the execution of the above goal, the value of the second argument of the predicate
fib changes in a tree-like way (because of the recursive calls in the body of fib). We can dene
in Cactus a predicate n which models the change of the second argument of fib (notice that the
\initial" value of this argument is 10):

:

first n(10)
next0 n(Y)
next1 n(Y)




n(N) Y is N-1
n(N) Y is N-2

:
:

At the beginning of time, n is true of the value 10. In general, if n is true of the value N at some
node in the tree, then at the left child of that node n will be true of N-1 while at the right child
of the node it will be true of N-2.
Using the predicate n, we can rewrite the Fibonacci program in a purely branching time way:
fib(1)
fib(1)
fib(F)

:
:

n(0)
n(1)
next0 fib(F1) next1 fib(F2) F is F1+F2
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:

Given the above denitions for the predicates fib and n, a goal clause of the form:

:

first fib(F)

will return the tenth Fibonacci number.
Notice that, the Cactus program has the number 10 \wired" into the code for n. This is due to
the fact that the transformation under consideration compiles the source Prolog program together
with a specic user query into a single Cactus program. This is exactly how the corresponding
transformation is performed in functional programming 19, 20, 21].
The above program is denitely a less intuitive one than the original Prolog program (although
this is not important as the Cactus program is meant to be the output of a transformation
algorithm). Concerning the operational behaviour of the Cactus program, we can see that while
the tree of n is constructed in a top-to-bottom way, the tree of fib is being built bottom-up.
Actually, the rst and the second arguments of fib in the original Prolog program would vary in
exactly this way during execution, a fact that is not however expressed explicitly in the Prolog
program. In other words, the Cactus program has a more operational avour because it expresses
explicitly the recursion mechanism for computing the nal result.
As we realize from the above example, it is possible for certain logic programs to be transformed into branching time logic programs in which all the user dened predicates are unary.
An interesting question for further investigation is whether the technique we outlined in the
above example, is applicable to wide classes of logic programs. Some encouraging results in this
direction are reported in 23].

4 The branching time logic of Cactus
Branching time logic programming, is based on a relatively simple branching time logic (BTL).
In BTL, time varies over a tree-like structure. The set of moments in time can be modeled by
the set List(N ) of lists of natural numbers N . Thus, each node may have a countably innite
number of branches (next operators). The empty list ] corresponds to the beginning of time
and the list ijt] (that is, the list with head i 2 N , and tail t) corresponds to the i-th child of the
moment identied by the list t. BTL uses the temporal operators first and nexti , i 2 N . The
operator first is used to express the rst moment in time, while nexti refers to the i-th child
of the current moment in time.
The syntax of BTL extends the syntax of rst-order logic with two formation rules:

 if A is a formula then so is first A, and
 if A is a formula then so is nexti A.

BTL is a relatively simple branching time logic. For more on branching time logics one can
refer to 11, 24, 25].

4.1 Semantics of BTL formulas

The semantics of temporal formulas of BTL are given using the notion of branching temporal
interpretation. Branching temporal interpretations extend the temporal interpretations of the
linear time logic of Chronolog 3].

De nition 4.1. A branching temporal interpretation or simply a temporal interpretation I of
the temporal logic BTL comprises a non-empty set D, called the domain of the interpretation,
11

over which the variables range, together with an element of D for each variable for each n-ary
function symbol,n an element of Dn ! D] and for each n-ary predicate symbol, an element of
List(N ) ! 2D ].
In the following denition, the satisfaction relation j= is dened in terms of temporal interpretations. j=I t A denotes that the formula A is true at the moment t in the temporal interpretation
I.

De nition 4.2. The semantics of the elements of the temporal logic BTL are given inductively
as follows:

1. If f(e0  : : : en;1 ) is a term, then I (f(e0 : : : en;1 )) = I (f)(I (e0) : : : I (en;1)).
2. For any n-ary predicate symbol p and terms e0  : : : en;1 ,
j=I t p(e0 : : : en;1) i hI (e0) : : : I (en;1)i 2 I (p)(t)
3. j=I t :A i it is not the case that j=I t A
4. j=I t A ^ B i j=I t A and j=I t B
5. j=I t A _ B i j=I t A or j=I t B
6. j=I t (8x)A i j=I d=x] t A for all d 2 D where the interpretation I d=x] is the same as I
except that the variable x is assigned the value d.
7. j=I t first A i j=I  ] A
8. j=I t nexti A i j=I ijt] A
The semantics of formulas involving the symbols , !, and $ are dened in the usual way
with respect to the semantics of ^, _ and :.
If a formula A is true in a temporal interpretation I at all moments in time, it is said to be
true in I (we write j=I A) and I is called a model of A.
Clearly, Cactus clauses form a subset of BTL formulas. It can be shown that the usual
minimal model and xpoint semantics that apply to logic programs, can be extended to apply
to Cactus programs. However, such an investigation is outside the scope of this paper and is
reported in a forthcoming one concerning the declarative and procedural semantics of Cactus.

4.2 Tautologies

In this section we present some useful tautologies that hold for the logic BTL, many of which
are similar to those adopted for the case of linear time logics 3]. In the following, the symbol r
stands for either of first and nexti .
Temporal operator cancellation rules: The intuition behind these rules is that the operator
first cancels the eect of any other \outer" operator. Formally:

r(first A) $ (first A)

(1)
Notice that this is actually a family of rules, one for each dierent instantiation of the operator
r.
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The above law is not dicult to prove by considering the two dierent cases for r. We show
it for the case of nexti:
j=I t nexti (first A) i
j=I ijt] (first A) i
j=I  ] A
i
j=I t first A
The case for first is shown in a similar way.
Temporal operator distribution rules: These rules express the fact that the branching time
operators of BTL distribute over the classical operators :, ^ and _. Formally:

r(:A) $ :(rA)
r(A ^ B) $ (rA) ^ (rB)
r(A _ B) $ (rA) _ (rB)

(2)
(3)
(4)

Again, each of the above rules actually represents a family of rules depending on the instantiation of r.
The above laws are not dicult to prove by considering all the possible alternatives. We
show the conjunction rule in the case of nexti:

j=I t nexti (A ^ B)
j=I i t (A ^ B)
(j=I i t A) and (j=I i t B )
(j=I t nexti A) and (j=I t nexti B )
j=I t (nexti A) ^ (nexti B)
j]

j]

j]

i
i
i
i

The other cases are shown in a similar way.
From the temporal operator distribution rules we see that if we apply a temporal operator
to a whole program clause, the operator can be pushed inside until we reach atomic formulas.
This is why we did not consider applications of temporal operators to whole program clauses.
Rigidness of variables: The following rule states that a temporal operator r can \pass inside"
8:

r(8X )(A) $ (8X )(rA)

(5)

The above rule holds because variables represent data-values which are independent of time (i.e.
they are rigid).
Again, the above tautology is not dicult to prove by considering the two dierent cases for
r. We show the tautology for the case of nexti:

j=I t nexti (8x A)
j=I i t (8x A)
j=I d= i t A for all d 2 D
j=I d= t (nexti A) for all d 2 D
j=I t 8x(nexti A)
j]



x]  j ]



x]

i
i
i
i

The case for first is shown in a similar way.
We should also note that the formulas nexti nextj A and nextj
in general when i 6= j .
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nexti

A are not equivalent

5 A proof procedure for Cactus programs
Cactus programs are executed using a resolution-type proof procedure called BSLD-resolution
(Branching-time SLD-resolution). BSLD-resolution is a refutation procedure which extends
SLD-resolution 16], and is similar to TiSLD-resolution 26], the proof procedure for Chronolog
programs. The following denitions are necessary in order to introduce BSLD-resolution.

De nition 5.1. A canonical temporal reference is a temporal reference of the form first nexti1

where i1 : : : in 2 N and n  0. A canonical temporal atom is a temporal atom whose
temporal reference is canonical. A canonical temporal clause is a temporal clause whose temporal
atoms are canonical.
It can be shown that every Cactus program can be transformed into a (possibly innite2 ) set
of canonical temporal clauses, which has the same set of temporal models as the initial program
(see Lemma 5.1 below). Therefore, the transformation preserves the set of canonical atoms that
are logical consequences of the program. The construction of this set of canonical temporal
clauses is formalized by the following denitions:
nextin ,

De nition 5.2.

The normal form of a temporal reference R is the temporal reference R0
obtained by removing all temporal operators preceding the rightmost occurrence of the operator
first (if any) in R.
For example, the temporal reference first next0 is the normal form of the reference next1
first next0 first next0. In the following, we assume that temporal references of all atoms
in a program are in normal form.

De nition 5.3. A canonical temporal instance of a temporal clause C is a canonical temporal

clause C 0 which can be obtained by applying the same canonical temporal reference to all noncanonical atoms of the normal form of C .
Intuitively, a canonical temporal instance of a clause is an instance in time of the corresponding temporal clause. Notice that the notion of canonical temporal atoms/clauses/instances have
been initially introduced in the context of the linear time temporal logic programming language
Chronolog 3, 6].
Notice that a canonical temporal instance of a clause can also be obtained by the following
procedure: apply a canonical temporal reference to the clause itself use the temporal operator
distribution axioms to distribute the temporal reference so as to be applied to each individual
temporal atom of the clause nally eliminate any superuous operator by applying the cancellation rules.

Example 5.1. Consider the following Cactus program:
:

first p(0)
next0 p(s(X))
next1 p(s(s(X)))

p(X).
p(X).

The set of canonical temporal instances corresponding to the above program clauses is as
follows:
The clause:
Notice that in a real implementation, only the canonical instances of a clause that are actually needed are
generated and not the possibly in nite set.
2
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first p(0).

is the only canonical temporal clause corresponding to the rst program clause.
The set of clauses:
ffirst nexti1 nextin next0 p(s(X)) first nexti1 nextin p(X) j
i1 : : : in 2 N  n  0g
corresponds to the second program clause. Finally the set of clauses:

ffirst nexti

nextin next1 p(s(s(X)))

i1 : : : in 2 N  n  0g
1

first nexti1

nextin p(X)

j

corresponds to the third program clause.
The notion of canonical instance of a clause is very important since the truth value of a
given clause in a temporal interpretation, can be expressed in terms of the values of its canonical
instances, as the following lemma shows:

Lemma 5.1 Let C be a clause and I a temporal interpretation of BTL. j=I C if and only if

j=I Ct for all canonical instances Ct of C .

Proof: Let Ct be a canonical instance of C . We will prove that j=I t0 Ct for all t0. Ct has

been obtained by applying a sequence first nexti1 nextin , with n  0, to C . By applying
denition 4.2 to j=I t0 first nexti nextin C , we can easily see that this is equivalent to
j=I in ::: i1] C , which is true because 1j=I C .
The converse is easily proved by contradiction since if we suppose that all canonical instances
of C are valid but C is invalid then there must exist an interpretation I and a time point t in
which C is false. By applying denition 4.2 (7),(8) in reverse order, we get a canonical instance
of C which is false in I . 2
BSLD-resolution is applied to canonical instances of program clauses and canonical goal
clauses.

De nition 5.4. Two canonical temporal atoms A1 A2 are uniable if they have the same

temporal references and their classical atoms are uniable in the classical sense. The most
general unier (mgu) of A1  A2 is the most general unier of their classical atoms.

De nition 5.5. Let P be a program in Cactus and G be a canonical temporal goal clause. A

BSLD-derivation of P fGg consists of a (possibly innite) sequence of canonical temporal goals
G0 = G G1 : : : Gn : : : a sequence C1 ,. . . ,Cn,.. . of canonical instances of clauses of P (called
the input clauses), and a sequence 1 ,. . . ,n . . . of most general uniers such that for all i, the
goal Gi+1 is obtained from the goal:
Gi = A1  : : : Am;1 Am  Am+1 : : : Ap
as follows:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Am is a canonical temporal atom in Gi (called the selected atom)
H B1  : : : Br is the input clause Ci+1 (standardized apart from Gi),
i+1 = mgu(Am H )
Gi+1 is the goal: Gi+1 = (A1 : : : Am;1 B1 : : : Br  Am+1 : : : Ap)i+1
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De nition 5.6. A BSLD-refutation of P  fGg is a nite BSLD-derivation of P  fGg which

has the empty goal clause 2 as the last clause of the derivation.
De nition 5.7. Let P be a program in Cactus and G be a canonical temporal goal. A computed
answer for P  fGg is the substitution obtained by restricting the composition 1 2 : : :n to the
variables of G, where 1  2 : : : n , is the sequence of the most general uniers used in a BSLDrefutation of P  fGg.
Let us now see an example of the application of BSLD-resolution.
Example 5.2. Consider the program dening the predicate nat presented in the introduction:
(1)
first nat(0):
(2)
next0 nat(Y)
nat(X) Y is 2*X+1:
(3)
next1 nat(Y)
nat(X) Y is 2*X+2:
A BSLD-refutation of the canonical temporal goal:
first next0 next1 nat(N)

is given below (in every derivation step the selected temporal atom is the underlined one):
first next0 next1 nat(N)

using the following canonical instance of clause (3):

first next0 next1 nat(Y)
first next0 nat(X),
first next0 (Y is 2*X+2).
first next0 nat(X), first next0 (N is 2*X+2)

using the following canonical instance of clause (2):
first next0 nat(Y)

first nat(X), first (Y is 2*X+1).

first nat(X1), first (X is 2*X1 +1), first next0 (N is 2*X+2)

(X1

= 0)

using clause (1):

first (X is 2*0+1), first next0 (N is 2*X+2)

(X

= 1)

evaluation of the built-in predicate is3

first next0 (N is 2*1+2)

(N

2

= 4)

evaluation of the built-in predicate is

BSLD-resolution is a sound and complete proof procedure. In the following, we present
the basic soundness and completeness theorems of BSLD-resolution, and give a sketch of their
proof. The full proofs are outside the scope of this paper and are reported in a forthcoming one
concerning the declarative and procedural semantics of Cactus. In order to present the soundness
and completeness theorems we need the notion of correct answer.
In order to use Cactus in practical applications it is useful to introduce certain built-in predicates which behave
as in classical Prolog. The built-in procedure is is independent of time (rigid).
3
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De nition 5.8. Let P be a Cactus program and G =

A1 : : : An be a canonical temporal
goal. A substitution  is said to be a correct answer for P  fGg i P j= 8(A1 ^ : : : ^ An ).
Theorem 5.1 (Soundness of BSLD-resolution) Let P be a program in Cactus and G a
canonical temporal goal. Then every computed answer for P  fGg is a correct answer for
P  fGg.

Proof: (Sketch) The soundness theorem can be easily proved by induction on the length of the
refutation. The proof is almost identical to the proof of the soundness theorem of SLD-resolution
(see 16], page 43). The only dierence here is that instead of program clauses we use canonical
instances of program clauses (as it is the case for the TiSLD-resolution 26], the proof procedure
of Chronolog). 2

Theorem 5.2 (Completeness of BSLD-resolution) Let P be a program in Cactus and G a
canonical temporal goal. Then for every correct answer  for P  fGg, there exists a computed
answer  for P  fGg and a substitution  such that  =  .

Proof: (Sketch) The proof of the completeness theorem is similar to the proof of the corresponding completeness theorem of SLD-resolution (see 16], pages 47-49). For this proof we need
a lifting lemma and an mgu lemma. Again the proofs of these lemmas as well as the proof of the
completeness theorem dier from the corresponding proofs for SLD-resolution in that canonical
instances of program clauses instead of program clauses, are used. 2
As it is the case for SLD-resolution, BSLD-resolution can easily be shown to be independent
of the selection of the specic computation rule (i.e. the rule which is responsible for the selection
of the specic atom in the goal clause which will be used in a derivation step).

5.1 Open-ended goal clauses

When some of the temporal atoms included in a goal clause are not canonical, we say that we
have an open-ended goal clause (e.g. the goal clauses in section 3.2). The idea behind open-ended
goal clauses was rst introduced in the context of Chronolog 26]. An open-ended goal clause G
represents the innite set of all canonical queries corresponding to G. Open-ended goal clauses
are used to imitate non-terminating computations. An implementation strategy for executing
an open-ended goal clause is by enumerating and evaluating (one by one) the set of all canonical
instances of the goal clause.
The above enumeration strategy is the standard technique which has been adopted for the
Chronolog family of languages. The origins of this approach date back to the functional-dataow
language Lucid 27], in which the basic data structures are streams. The Chronolog language,
designed by the same research group, inherited the operators, the stream-oriented nature, and
some of the implementation decisions of Lucid. A similar idea as the enumeration strategy
described above, has been used in Lucid implementations. Notice that, in logic programming
terms, this strategy corresponds to backtracking (with respect to time).
The enumeration idea provides an acceptable proof procedure for certain types of applications.
However, there exist cases in which enumeration proves impractical and more powerful techniques
are required. The authors have undertaken one such approach 28] which works directly on
program clauses (and not on canonical instances). The basic idea behind this extended resolutionbased proof procedure, is to extend the notion of unier to take into account the implicit time
parameter of the language (through the manipulation of temporal references).
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Alternatively, constraint solving techniques which have been used in other temporal logic
programming languages (see for example 8, 29]), may also be appropriate in our case.

6 Possible Extensions
In the branching time logic of Ben-Ari, Pnueli and Manna 11], richer temporal operators are
dened4 :
A: holds at t i A is true at every immediate successor of t.
3GA: holds at t i for all paths departing from t there is some time point (node) in which A
is true.
3F A: holds at t i there is some node in the subtree rooted from t at which A is true.
2GA: holds at t i A is true at all time points (nodes) of the subtree rooted at t (including
t).
2F A: holds at t i there is a path departing from t such that A is true at all time points
(nodes) of this path.
In the following, we show how one can imitate the use of the above operators through Cactus
programs.
We suppose that we have already dened the predicate p in the program. In the following we
restrict attention to a branching time logic with two next operators, namely next0 and next1.
Then the Cactus program corresponding to p(X) is5 :



circle p(X)
next0 p(X)
next1 p(X)

:

The Cactus program corresponding to 3G p(X) is:

:

diamondG p(X)
p(X)
next0 diamondG p(X)
diamondG p(X)
next1 diamondG p(X)

:



The Cactus program corresponding to 3F p(X) is:
diamondF p(X)
diamondF p(X)
diamondF p(X)

:

p(X)
next0 diamondF p(X)
next1 diamondF p(X)

:
:

The Cactus program corresponding to 2G p(X) is:
boxG p(X)



p(X)
next0 boxG p(X)
next1 boxG p(X)


:

Finally, the Cactus program corresponding to 2F p(X) is:



boxF p(X)

p(X)
next0 boxF p(X)
boxF p(X)
p(X)
next1 boxF p(X)



4
5

:
:

The operators 2G , 2F , , 3G and 3F are represented in 11] as 8G, 8F , 8X , 9G and 9F respectively.
By X we denote a tuple of variables.
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It is easy to see that although the programs dening the predicates boxG p and boxF p are
correct denitions of the corresponding temporal operators, in practice they do not work (the
only cases in which each one of them will succeed, require p to be true in an innite number
of time points, but then the computation never terminates). However, many times in practice
we are dealing with nite trees. In such cases, the above denitions can be adapted to give the
desired results. More specically, we have to modify the denitions so as that they recognize the
end points of the tree for p. For example the following program redenes the predicate boxG p.
boxG p(X)
p(X) end point p:
p(X)
boxG p(X)
next0 boxG p(X)
next1 boxG p(X):
Here we suppose that the program has been supplied with a set of unit temporal clauses
dening the predicate end point p of the form:
Tref end point p:
where Tref corresponds to the time bounds of the temporal tree for predicate p (i.e. the last
time points in each branch of the time tree).
A more serious restriction of the above denitions of these temporal operators is that we
have to supply our program with new denitions of the above form for each program predicate
for which we want to use these operators. These restrictions indicate the need to extend our
underlying branching time logic so as that it supports a richer set of temporal operators.
Clearly, Cactus is a superset of ordinary logic programming. A signicant additional characteristic of Cactus is its ability to handle \hard-wired" data structures while in the corresponding
Prolog programs one usually has to pass them around as extra arguments. However, (as one of
the reviewers pointed out) it is not always possible to express all data used by an application in
a static way. These dynamic data can also be handled in Cactus as in usual Prolog programs.
A really useful extension of Cactus (that also the same reviewer suggested) is the quantication
over the subscript of the nexti operator. This would allow many useful programs to be coded in
a compact way.
Another interesting extension to Cactus is the addition of multiple time dimensions. Multidimensional programming is a promising new area of research 30, 31] but had mainly been
explored so far for linear time dimensions. Recent work however 22, 20] has demonstrated that
multidimensional branching-time languages provide an eective means for implementing higherorder functional languages. We believe than an investigation of multidimensional Cactus could
probably reveal further applications of the branching time logic programming paradigm.
Finally, an interesting direction for future work is the addition of negation in Cactus. Promising results in this direction (for the linear logic language Chronolog) are reported in 32].

7 Conclusions
Temporal programming languages, either functional 27] or logic 1, 3, 33], have been widely
used as a means for describing dynamic systems. However, most temporal languages use a linear
notion of time a fact that makes them unsuitable for certain types of applications.
In this paper we have introduced the branching time logic programming language Cactus
which is based on a tree-like notion of time. We have demonstrated that Cactus is capable of
expressing various tree-related problems in a natural way. Moreover, we have shown that Cactus
retains the clarity of logic programming and has a simple procedural interpretation.
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It is easy to see that Cactus is a superset of both Prolog and Chronolog. In particular,
Chronolog can be obtained by restricting Cactus to have only one next operator.
The language has been implemented in the form of a simple meta-interpreter in which the
programs of the paper have been tested. Future directions include ecient implementations
(see 28] for an approach in this direction), extensions to the expressive power of the language,
transformation techniques and development of applications of considerable size and complexity.
The branching time concept has been particularly successful in the functional programming
domain 19, 20, 21, 34] and we believe that a similar potential exists for the area of logic programming.
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